
LEARNING 
PROGRAMMES 
FOR SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS AND 
POST-16



“We had an excellent day... incredibly thought provoking and 
well organised. Our students were encouraged to reflect on 
events not only during the Holocaust itself but how it links to 
current events and lessons we should learn and apply in our 
own lives.” Secondary teacher, Nottingham

We ask the big questions facing your 
students: why does hatred persist? How 
should we treat others? How do we think 
for ourselves? In a world of online hate and 
conspiracy theories, now more than ever we 
need to learn the lessons of the Holocaust.

We can deliver our programmes to any 
school in the UK: you can visit our beautiful 
museum in Nottinghamshire; we can come 
to your school; or your students can learn 
with us online.

Our secondary school programmes 
are based on our Holocaust Exhibition. 
Students learn about the Holocaust and 
why it happened through objects, survivor 
testimony and educator-led workshops.

Your students will think critically about 
individual and societal responsibility as well 
as considering modern challenges such as 
online hatred and conspiracy theories. You 
can also choose optional extra workshops 
for GCSE students that are based on the 
requirements of the English Language, 
History and Religious Studies specifications.

Aims
• To develop historical knowledge.
•  To link the lessons of the Holocaust to the 

challenges of the present day.
• To encourage critical thinking.

Curriculum Links 
• KS3/KS4/KS5 English
• KS3/KS4/KS5 History
• KS3/KS4/KS5 Religious Studies
• KS3/KS4 PSHE and Citizenship

Ofsted 
• Personal Development
•  Spiritual, moral, social and cultural 

development    

Our Educators
• All former teachers.
•  Experienced Holocaust educators trained to 

Masters-level and beyond.

Our programmes include:
•   Introductory recorded lesson to use  

in school and videos for teachers and 

parents to explain the programme.

•  Visit to the Holocaust Exhibition led by  

an educator or virtual tour for online and 

in-school programmes.

•  Opportunities to listen to live survivor 

testimony and learn about museum 

artefacts.

•  Post-session recorded lessons and access 

to interactive survivor testimony through 

our Forever Project.

•  Optional workshops for GCSE students 

that are based on the requirements of  

the English Language, History and 

Religious Studies specifications.

• A Level History programme.



Registered Charity No: 509022

The National Holocaust Museum is able to 

deliver to secondary schools across the 

country every day.

We offer survivor testimony, a programme 

delivered by professional educators, and 

a creative museum experience which is 

unique in the UK for your students.

“Of all the Holocaust museums  
I have visited around the world,  
this is the only place I leave  
feeling uplifted.”  

Eva Schloss MBE, Auschwitz survivor. 

The National Holocaust 
Centre & Museum
Acre Edge Road, Laxton, Newark, 

Nottinghamshire NG22 0PA

  HolocaustCentUK

  THCLaxton

  nationalholocaustmuseumuk

Find out more, visit: holocaust.org.uk/
secondary-post16-learning

Email us: bookings@holocaust.org.uk

• £9.00 per pupil

•  £1.50 per pupil for one hour 

extra sessions

•  £150 fee for groups smaller 

than 18

You can come to us

•  £150 for one educator for a 

half-day

learn online with us too

•  £175 for one educator for a 

half-day,  

plus expenses

•  £350 for two educators, or 

for one educator for a full 

day, plus expenses

We can come to you

Book today: call 01623 836627 

We charge VAT on our 
learning programmes. 
Schools can claim this back.

http://www.twitter.com/HolocaustCentUK
http://www.facebook.com/THCLaxton
http://www.instagram.com/nationalholocaustmuseumuk
http://holocaust.org.uk/secondary-post16-learning
http://holocaust.org.uk/secondary-post16-learning

